1. Follow the Razor R9 Fury Nano manual up to and including step 10. The steps below replace steps 11 and 12 in the original manual.

2. Flip the card over (make sure the front thermal pads stay in place). Place the red washers over the screw holes shown above. Now remove the protective film from both sides of the thermal pads. Place the 1.5mm pad on the position marked in red and the 1mm pad on the position marked in green.

3. Fit the backplate with the provided screws. Do not over tighten the screws as this may bend the card and cause permanent damage.

4. Finally turn the card over and secure the screws shown above with the provided nuts.

The card is now ready for use. When you first boot it is advisable to use monitoring software to check the core temperature. If the temperature is high you will need to remount the block.